
  Film screenings: 243 Broadway, Cambridge                                        UPandOUT.org 617-864-33223   

 
Thursday, April 17 

6:40pm doors open 

 

243 Broadway, Cambridge   
corner of Broadway & Windsor, entrance on Windsor 

 

 

Showing 
 

       FREE                                     Snacks & soft drinks allowed in                                  Door prizes 
 

UPandOUT  3rd Thursdays, free film series 

 

 

Bidder 70 

 
In 2008, as the US government tried to gift the energy 
and mining industries thousands of acres of pristine 
Utah wilderness via a widely disputed federal auction, 
college student Tim DeChristopher decided to monkey-
wrench the process.  
 
Bidding $1.7 million, he won 22,000 acres with no 
intention to drill. For this astonishing (and successful) 
act of civil disobedience he was sent to federal prison. 
 
Bidder 70 tells the story of this peaceful warrior whose 
patriotism and willingness to sacrifice have ignited the 
climate justice movement. 
 
 
At this point of unimaginable threats on the horizon, this is 
what hope looks like.  In these times of a morally bankrupt 
government that has sold out its principles, this is what 
patriotism looks like.  With countless lives on the line, this is 
what love looks like, and it will only grow...  
                                                      -Tim DeChristopher 

 [73  min] 

 

7pm film starts promptly 

Next month, May 15: Shadows of Liberty 
[censorship, cover-ups and corporate control of US media] 

"...without the slightest tinge of manipulation, 
Bidder 70 convinces us that these people really do 
care about the fate of humankind and that we're 
entrapped in a legal system that is, 
environmentally speaking, still set on driving us 
off a cliff. " ~Kalvin Henely, Slant Magazine 

 

 

"Tim’s trial was pushed back 6 times over two 
years and was fraught with maddening plot 
twists. The judge refused to let Tim use the 
Necessity Defense or let the jury know crucial 
facts, including that the auction was illegal."  
~ Think Progress 

 

"A film everyone needs to see, even if 
you think you’re well-informed about 
political issues, environmentalism, and 
global climate change." ~Ashland 
Independent Film Festival 

 


